
 
 
 

Colleagues are encouraged to share the graphics provided on social media using 

these suggested tweets.  

This is a key opportunity to send a message on CETA to EU trade Commissioner Cecilia 

Malmström (@MalmstromEU) and chair of the European Parliament’s international trade 

committee, Bernd Lange (@berndlange). You are encouraged to tag them in your tweets, 

as well as your national ministers and parliamentarians etc. 

Public Services 

Only outright rejection of #CETA will keep public services safe. Say no! @MalmstromEU 

#PublicServiceDay #StopCETA 

+ Public Service Day / public services graphic 

 

Only outright rejection of #CETA will keep public services safe. Say no! @berndlange 

#PublicServiceDay #StopCETA 

+ Public Service Day / public services graphic 

 

#CETA threat to public services is real. Unions call 4 outright rejection from govts 

#PublicServiceDay #StopCETA 

+ Public Service Day / public services graphic 

 

ICS 

#CETA would allow big business to sue govts for acting in the public interest. Unions say no! 

@MalmstromEU #StopCETA 

+ ICS graphic 

 

#CETA would allow big business to sue govts for acting in the public interest. Unions say no! 

@berndlange #StopCETA 

+ ICS graphic 

 

Worker rights 

#CETA's lack of worker protections is matched only by its special treatment 4 big business. 

Say no! #StopCETA 

+ worker rights graphic 

 

Democracy 

#CETA threatens the democratic decision-making powers of govts & local authorities. Say 

no! @MalmstromEU #StopCETA 

+ democracy graphic 

 

#CETA threatens the democratic decision-making powers of govts & local authorities. Say 

no! @berndlange #StopCETA 

+ democracy graphic 
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#CETA threatens the democratic decision-making powers of govts & local authorities. Trade 

unions say no! #StopCETA 

+ democracy graphic 

Environment 

#CETA threatens core EU standards on animal welfare & environmental protections. Say no! 

@MalmstromEU #StopCETA 

+ environment graphic 

 

#CETA threatens core EU standards on animal welfare & environmental protections. Say no! 

@berndlange #StopCETA 

+ environment graphic 

 

#CETA fails to live up to global aims to protect our environment & natural habitats. Trade 

unions say no! #StopCETA 

+ environment graphic 

 

TTIP 

#CETA sets a worrying precedent for #TTIP on worker rights, environmental protections & 

democracy itself #StopCETA 

+ TTIP graphic 

 

Adopting #CETA will clear the way for #TTIP. Trade unions say no! @MalmstromEU 

@berndlange #StopCETA 

+ TTIP graphic 

 

 

 


